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GOAL DISENGAGEMENT AND ACTION CRISES

Abstract

Persistence in pursuing one's goals represents a core aspect of successful goal striving. However, when striving for a goal becomes unrealistic or too troublesome, disengagement from the goal is imperative. Goal disengagement, after having been introduced in one of Klinger's (1975) early works, for decades only aroused little interest in motivation psychology. In social and organizational psychology, on the contrary, researchers dealt with an instance of goal disengagement failure termed entrapment or escalation of commitment, respectively, from a perspective of economic decision making (Brockner, 1992; Staw, 1997). Lately, several approaches to analyze the dynamics of goal disengagement have been developed from a life span perspective (J. Heckhausen, Wrosch, & Schulz, 2010). In the present chapter, we first summarize the literature on goal disengagement and second present our own account on goal disengagement processes in personal goals. With the concept of an action crisis, we pinpoint the critical phase in which individuals have already invested a great deal into their goal, but suffer from a substantial loss in the perceived attainability (e.g., due to setbacks) and/or desirability of the goal, and thus become caught between further goal pursuit and disengagement from the goal. We present our empirical work on antecedents as well as cognitive, affective, and behavioral consequences of action crises.
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Goal Disengagement: An Important but Neglected Issue in Motivation Psychology

Pursuing an unsuccessful course of study, clinging to an unattainable vocational goal, living in an unhappy intimate relationship, investing in an unprofitable economic endeavor, or insisting upon a calamitous political decision – examples from all different life contexts illustrate that goal strivings, even if well-intentioned and tenaciously pursued, can go astray and, at a certain point, inevitably raise the question whether to stop or to go. Indeed, at times, disengagement from an unfruitful goal is as important a self-regulatory strategy as showing persistence, which, undoubtedly, is a core aspect of successful goal striving (Feather, 1962; J. Heckhausen & Heckhausen, 2010a). If the pursuit of a goal becomes increasingly unrealistic or too troublesome, goal disengagement is imperative (Brandstätter, 2003; Brandstädter, 2007; Wrosch, Scheier, Carver, & Schulz, 2003). The inability to disengage from such unattainable and/or difficult goals is not merely associated with losses in self-regulatory efficiency (Kuhl, 1992) but likewise with impairments in health and well-being (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1990; Carver & Scheier, 2005; Wrosch, Miller, Scheier, & Brun de Pontet, 2007).

Despite its great relevance for self-regulation and well-being, since Eric Klinger’s (1975, 1977) early writings on the commitment to and disengagement from incentives, goal disengagement had not been an issue of interest in motivation psychology for several decades. But why so? Clearly, there is a social norm to persist even in the face of adversities. A saying by the legendary US American football coach Vincent Lombardi, “Winners never quit and quitters never win”, reveals how much importance is attached to tenacious goal pursuit in Western societies. That goes without saying, by letting go a goal, one can be sure that one won’t ever reach it, whereas by sticking to a goal, there remains (though sometimes only slight) hope to
reach it. But even if chances to reach a goal are negligibly small, the person is at least still engaged and active, focusing her/his attention on specific contents (Brunstein, Schultheiss, & Maier, 1999). Disengaging from an important personal goal, on the contrary, might leave her/him with empty hands, she/he might sit and wait for the future to come if she/he does not actively (and successfully) search for an alternative goal (Brunstein, 1993; Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, Schulz, & Carver, 2003).

Goals imbue our lives with meaning, structure our day, and form the basis for self-development (Austin & Vancouver, 1996; Moskowitz & Grant, 2009). From an evolutionary perspective, without constantly keeping on trying, even (or especially) in the face of difficulty, there would be no chance ever to develop one’s skills and competencies, reach challenging and rewarding goals or even, on a more general level, secure survival. Hence, lacking persistence seems to be the bigger problem than excessive tenacity (J. Heckhausen & Heckhausen, 2010a). Accordingly, there are several basic psychological principles that foster persistence in goal striving (J. Heckhausen, 2000). Just to name two: First, ontogeny favors persistence by a differential development of affective reactions to success and failure, the former developing earlier than the latter (for a summary, see J. Heckhausen & Heckhausen, 2010b). For example, being able to indulge in a success and, at the same time, not being doomed to suffer from a failure, supports a child in keeping on learning a new competency (e.g., finding one’s feet). Second, after a goal has been set, specific self-regulatory (volitional) mechanisms (e.g., action control strategies; Kuhl, 1984; implemental mindset; Gollwitzer, 1990, 2012; implementation intentions; Gollwitzer & Sheeran, 2006) are in action, which support successful goal achievement by tuning cognition in a goal-congruent way (e.g., having an optimistic outlook on
Despite the long-lasting neglect of problematic persistence and (failing) goal disengagement in motivation psychology, the phenomenon has received considerable attention in related areas beginning in the 1970s and, more recently, has also become an issue of interest in research on goal striving. In the following, we first present research related to goal disengagement from related fields, and second discuss recent theoretical developments addressing goal disengagement in the realm of personal goals. Eventually, we will introduce our concept of an action crisis, which we conceive of as a significant phase related to goal disengagement, and present a series of studies documenting the validity of the concept.

Goal Disengagement in Related Fields

Entrapment and escalation of commitment.

Social and organizational psychology are rich in literature (for summaries, see Brockner, 1992; Staw, 1997) dealing with an instance of goal disengagement failure termed entrapment or escalation of commitment, respectively, whereby entrapment has been defined as “a decision making process whereby individuals escalate their commitment to a previously chosen, though failing, course of action” (Brockner & Rubin, 1985, p. 5) and escalation of commitment as “a tendency to become locked into a course of action, throwing good money after bad or committing new resources to a losing course of actions” (Staw, 1981b, p. 578). Though originally stemming from two independent research traditions, either with a focus on fundamental psychological processes investigated in laboratory experiments (entrapment), or with an applied focus in the organizational domain using also field studies in applied contexts
(escalation of commitment), there are considerable similarities between these two approaches:

First, entrapment and escalation of commitment refer to situations in which an individual has committed herself/himself to an initially promising endeavor and has already invested considerable resources (e.g., money or time). Although these investments have turned out to be futile, the individual sticks to the endeavor committing more resources to it. Second, the (experimental and field) research focuses primarily on decisions that involve economic resources. Third, both approaches mainly draw on prospect theory (Staw, 1981a) or self-justification (dissonance) theory (Festinger, 1957; Staw, 1976) in explaining entrapment/escalation of commitment. According to the explanation based on prospect theory, decision makers construe negative outcomes as losses what results in higher risk seeking (cf. loss aversion; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), and, consequently, higher further investments. The self-justification explanation suggests that people escalate their commitment in order to avoid the negative consequences associated with disengaging from the questionable endeavor. Stopping the costly course of action would mean admitting to an initial flawed decision, what would create cognitive dissonance. Sticking to an economically failing course of action is explained by the non-monetary, psychological costs of goal disengagement, that is, the expected negative affective state (cognitive dissonance) that outweighs the costs of continuing the endeavor. Surprisingly, theoretical concepts from research on self-regulation in goal striving have not been considered so far with respect to entrapment/escalation of commitment.

More recent research in the realm of entrapment/escalation of commitment focuses on information processing (Schultze, Pfeiffer, & Schulz-Hardt, 2012) and the role of affective processes (Wong & Kwong, 2007; Wong, Yik, & Kwong, 2006; Zhang & Baumeister, 2006) in
escalation of commitment. For example, Schultze et al. (2012) showed that the tendency to recommit further resources to losing courses of action is mediated by a biased evaluation of information about success vs. failure of the chosen course of action. More concretely, participants who had made a first (unprofitable) investment decision valued information in favor of further investments more positively than participants who were not responsible for the first investment. Moreover, Wong and colleagues as well as Zhang and Baumeister (2008) stressed the importance of emotional aspects of escalating situations (e.g., trait or state negative affect, threatened self-esteem). For example, Zhang and Baumeister (2008) reported that participants who had been experimentally confronted (vs. not confronted) with an ego threat were more prone to become entrapped in a fruitless endeavor.

In sum, entrapment/escalation of commitment research stresses the conflict a decision maker faces between the calamities associated with further pursuing a goal and the negative consequences (cognitive dissonance, threatened ego) of letting it go. Besides, it is evident that cognitive as well as affective processes are involved in entrapment/escalation of commitment.

Another area of research of high relevance to issues of goal disengagement stems from a social-cognitive analysis of unfulfilled goals that, again, puts an emphasis on cognitive processes.

**A social-cognitive analysis of unfulfilled goals.**

Research from cognitive, social, and motivation psychology has demonstrated that unfulfilled goals are associated with an increased cognitive accessibility of goal-related constructs (Anderson, 1983; Förster, Liberman, & Higgins, 2005; Goschke & Kuhl, 1993; Kuhl & Kazen-Saad, 1988; Marsh, Hicks, & Bink, 1998; Martin & Tesser, 1996; Wyer & Srull, 1986;
Zeigarnik, 1938). For example, in a set of studies on the accessibility of goal-related concepts, Förster et al. (2005) showed that when looking through a series of pictures with the goal of finding a picture of glasses, words (e.g., read, professor, sun) that are semantically related to the goal object (i.e., glasses) are cognitively highly accessible. Similar results were found in an experimental study reported by Martin, Tesser, and McIntosh (1993). Participants, in the first phase of the experiment, had either reached vs. not reached an important goal (e.g., demonstrate one’s intelligence) and afterwards, in the second phase of the study, worked on a lexical decision task that contained intelligence-related and neutral words. As predicted, unfulfilled goal participants reacted faster to intelligence-related but not to neutral words than fulfilled goal participants. Whereas in the Förster et al. (2005) study participants were just on the way to their goal of finding the critical picture (i.e., glasses), Martin et al.’s participants had experienced a setback in striving for the goal of demonstrating one’s intelligence. Obviously, semantically related material becomes highly accessible if a goal has not been reached, whether it is because the goal has not yet been attained, or because goal striving was not successful. The heightened cognitive accessibility of material related to an unfulfilled goal could represent an important starting point for understanding the dynamics of (failing) goal disengagement.

Whereas the research presented so far is mostly based on economic decisions or experimental tasks, another strand of research has been devoted to disengagement from everyday personal goals.

**Goal Disengagement in the Realm of Personal Goals**

Klinger’s analysis of the commitment to and disengagement from incentives.
With his seminal work on the dynamics of commitment to personal goals (current concerns), Klinger (1975, 1977) was one of the first to deal with the issue of disengagement from personal goals. According to Klinger, whenever a goal is no longer attainable, a four-phase sequence of events starts, the so-called incentive-disengagement cycle. First, the individual will try harder to grip his/her goal (invigoration). If these efforts fail, a phase of anger and aggressive behavioral impulses will arise (aggression), which is followed by resignation and an inner distancing from the goal (depression). In the final phase, commitment to the respective goal is dissolved and the individual is open to become committed to new goals (recovery). Although Klinger’s model has never been tested empirically, it is of high heuristic value as it points to several core aspects of goal disengagement that a scientific analysis would have to make allowance for. First, goal disengagement is a process rather than a discrete event. Hence, the psychological processes relevant to goal disengagement start well before an individual finally gives up a striving. Second, disengaging typically is a highly emotional process whereby the negative emotions and feelings of doubt resulting from recurring setbacks are of functional value to the reorganization of one’s goal system, by enabling the relinquishment of unattainable goals and thereby the re-engagement in alternative goals (Nesse, 1998).

How goal disengagement processes, as described by Klinger (1975, 1977), are affected by an individual’s self-regulatory capacities and therefore systematically vary between individuals, is outlined in the following section.

**An individual differences perspective on goal disengagement.**

Interindividual differences in self-regulatory processes underlying the decision to disengage from or further pursue a goal (e.g., in the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles
and/or severe setbacks) are, to some extent, attributable to dispositional tendencies. Three of the most important dispositional approaches to the phenomenon of goal disengagement are summarized below.

The dual-process model of assimilative and accommodative coping. As, in everyday life, not all difficulties in the pursuit of a goal can be dealt with and eventually resolved by compensatory efforts, alternative strategies, or adjustments in lifestyle, Brandstätter and Renner (1990) have drawn attention to the adaptive significance of the capacity to re-evaluate and reorder one’s priorities (i.e., preferences and aspirations) in the light of changing circumstances, missed opportunities, and/or permanent losses (cf. A life-span perspective: Age-related differences in goal disengagement). Accordingly, adaptive self-regulation has been hypothesized to result from a context-sensitive balance between two antagonistic but complementary coping strategies: Assimilation is characterized by instrumental activities, self-corrective actions (e.g., modification of behavior patterns), and compensatory measures (e.g., acquisition of new skills) aimed at modifying the present situation (active solution of the problem), whereas accommodation as an alternative way to resolve discrepancies between one’s expectations and future prospects is conceptualized as the adjustment (e.g., lowering the level of aspiration) or redefinition of a particular personal goal (neutralization of the problem) (Brandstätter & Renner, 1990; Brandstätter & Rothermund, 2002).

The adoption of assimilative and accommodative strategies has been operationalized as an individual difference variable with the two independent (i.e., orthogonal) scales Tenacious Goal Pursuit (TGP) (e.g., “If I run into problems, I usually double my efforts.” [assimilation]) and Flexible Goal Adjustment (FGA) (e.g., “After a serious disappointment, I soon turn to new
tasks.” [accommodation]), both of which consist of 15 items (Brandtstädter & Renner, 1990). If, in the course of goal pursuit, setbacks are experienced and obstacles encountered, individuals who dispose of self-regulatory capacities, as a first step, typically explore the instrumentality of an array of assimilative strategies. To the extent that the respective assimilative attempts prove ineffective and depending on situational parameters (e.g., perceived controllability), complementary accommodative strategies are employed to reconcile personal preferences with situational constraints and thereby shield self-esteem and well-being from the effects of personal failures and setbacks. Correspondingly, Boerner (2004) found that (middle-aged and older) individuals who had accommodative coping strategies available suffered less from age-related (and thus permanent) effects of vision loss on mental health. Likewise, Schmitz, Saile, and Nilges (1996) reported an individual’s capacity for accommodative coping to prevent chronic pain, which is construed as an ever-present threat to the achievement of personal goals, from undermining mental health and a positive perspective on life.

Despite functional interdependence (i.e., reciprocal inhibition), assimilation and accommodation do not represent mutually exclusive and successively entered stages in a problem-solving process. On the contrary, optimal development has been posited to arise from the dynamic and synergistic implementation of assimilative and accommodative strategies, an interplay that sometimes requires both strategies to be adopted simultaneously.

As assimilation and accommodation, although in opposite ways, ultimately lead to a sense of continuity, efficiency, and cognitive consistency, both scales are independently associated with well-being across all age levels (Brandtstädtér, Rothermund, Kranz, & Kühn, 2010, p. 152; cf. Boerner, 2004). In line with theory, accommodation, by means of “uplifting
thoughts and palliative reappraisals” (Brandtstädter & Rothermund, 2002, p. 138), has furthermore been reported to reduce (a) the subjective severity as well as (b) the adverse impact of losses, impairments (e.g., chronic pain; cf. above), failures, and interpersonal conflicts (e.g., marital distress) on health and well-being (Brandtstädter & Felser, 2003; Brandtstädter & Renner, 1990; Brandtstädter, Wentura, & Greve, 1993; Frazier, Newman, & Jaccard, 2007; Schmitz et al., 1996). Well-being, thus, is not merely “a matter of getting what you want . . . [but] wanting what you have” (Myers & Diener, 1995, p. 13).

Notably, by providing individuals in difficult times with new perspectives, accommodative processes not merely facilitate the disengagement from unattainable goals and the adoption of new commitments but may lead to an identity crisis that results in a change in the way how individuals think of themselves and the world. As the modification of the structure of an individual’s belief system is accompanied by an “intermediate stage of disorganization and disorientation” (Brandtstädter & Renner, 1990, p. 59), accommodation (or rather the shift from an assimilative to an accommodative mode of coping), at least temporarily, may cause painful emotions (Klinger, 1975).

Goal disengagement and goal reengagement capacities. Whereas the accommodation concept includes both “[a] the dissolving of barren attachments and [b] the channeling of assimilative energies toward new, feasible goals” (Brandtstädter & Rothermund, 2002, p. 123), Wrosch and colleagues (Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, et al., 2003), in clear contrast to Brandtstädter and Renner (1990), have underscored and empirically demonstrated the importance of differentiating between goal disengagement and goal reengagement capacities. These goal adjustment capacities, measured by the Goal Disengagement and Goal Reengagement Scale\(^1\)
Goal disengagement and action crises, such as those proposed by Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, et al. (2003, p. 1497), have been proven to reflect two (largely) independent dimensions of personality. Goal disengagement is measured with four items and defined as an individual’s tendency to withdraw (a) behavioral efforts (e.g., “If I have to stop pursuing an important goal in my life [generic stem of all items], it’s easy for me to reduce my effort toward the goal.”) as well as (b) psychological commitment (e.g., “…it’s easy for me to stop thinking about the goal and let it go”) from unfeasible goals. Goal reengagement, on the other hand, is assessed with a six-item scale and conceptualized as the capacity to (a) identify (e.g., “…I seek other meaningful goals.”), (b) commit to (e.g., “…I convince myself that I have other meaningful goals to pursue.”), and (c) start pursuing new goals (e.g., “…I start working on other new goals.”) in the face of unattainable goals (Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, et al., 2003).

The primary focus of the studies conducted by Wrosch and colleagues (Wrosch, Scheier, & Miller, 2013), analogously to the previously outlined research interests of Brandtstädter (2009), has lied on the effects of adaptive self-regulation on health and well-being, whereby the effects of goal adjustment capacities on measures of well-being have been shown to remain when controlling for the adoption of accommodative strategies (FGA; Brandtstädter & Renner, 1990; Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, et al., 2003). The incremental predictive validity of goal adjustment capacities over and above accommodative strategies is most likely due to an increased level of differentiation of the accommodation concept. Evidence in support of this hypothesis comes from a multitude of studies that have (a) confirmed the differential validity of goal disengagement and goal reengagement capacities and (b) revealed a complex context-sensitive and age-related interactive relationship between the two constructs in the prediction of health and well-being (e.g., Wrosch, Bauer, & Scheier, 2005; Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, et al., 2003). A
brief overview of the respective results is provided below. A more detailed summary is given by Wrosch (2011) and Wrosch et al. (2013).

Goal disengagement, by reducing the subjective severity of losses (e.g., in old age; Dunne, Wrosch, & Miller, 2011) and preventing repeated failure when faced with limited prospects of success, has been shown to alleviate emotional distress (e.g., depressive symptoms; Wrosch, Amir, & Miller, 2011; Wrosch & Miller, 2009; Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, et al., 2003) and, thereby, decrease the vulnerability to physical health problems (Castonguay, Wrosch, & Sabiston, 2014; Miller & Wrosch, 2007; Wrosch et al., 2007). Goal reengagement, on the contrary, is primarily related to “positive aspects of subjective well-being” (e.g., purpose in life; Wrosch, 2011, p. 329) because the pursuit of (new) personal goals lends structure, stability, and continuity, meaning and purpose to an individual’s life (Moskowitz & Grant, 2009).

Goal disengagement and goal reengagement are largely independent adaptive capacities that may have developed to different degrees in individuals (i.e., in one and the same person). The adaptive potential of a specific combination of attributes depends primarily on the specific (life) circumstances (e.g., physical health or age). Whereas, for example, the availability of both goal adjustment capacities has been proven most adaptive for breast cancer survivors (Wrosch & Sabiston, 2013), goal disengagement is less functional if individuals (e.g., in old age) do not have alternative goals at their disposal (i.e., low goal reengagement capacities). Compared with having nothing to pursue in life, being committed to an unattainable goal seems to be the lesser of (the) two evils (Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, et al., 2003).

A functional perspective on goal disengagement: The role of action vs. state orientation. Action (vs. state) orientation (Kuhl, 1994b), that is, an individual’s capacity to
intuitively (i.e., without intention) and therefore unconsciously (i.e., outside of awareness) regulate affective states under demanding and threatening circumstances is of key importance for the process of disengaging from personal goals. The reasons for the pivotal role (that the regulation of) affective states (and thus action orientation; Kuhl, 1994b) play in the goal disengagement process are illustrated in the following paragraphs. A more detailed account is provided by Jostmann and Koole (2009).

If the pursuit of a self-relevant goal is more and more characterized by obstacles and setbacks, whereby the prospects of success become progressively poorer, negative affect, as part of an “alert response”, is increased and/or positive affect decreased. Whereas, in the case of goal failures, increased negative affect (or threat) is typical of ought goals (i.e., duties and responsibilities), a decrease in positive affect (or demands) is more likely associated with ideal goals (i.e., hopes and aspirations), even though positive and negative affect are (to some extent) interdependent (Higgins, 2009; Jostmann & Koole, 2009). Consequently, the focus of attention (i.e., the capacity of working memory; Baddeley, 1986) is primarily and consciously directed to the problematic goal pursuit and analytical and sequential reasoning is applied. Parallel-holistic and intuitive processing (and behavior), on the contrary, is suppressed, and access to more general knowledge structures restricted (Freitas, Clark, Kim, & Levy, 2009; Vallacher & Wegner, 2012). As long as the problematic goal cannot be brought “back on track”, the goal is explicitly represented and places heavy demands on the capacity of working memory (e.g., owing to the suppression of unwanted negative goal-related thoughts). Sustained goal activation, therefore, by depleting working memory capacity and thereby an individual's self-regulatory
According to the theory of personality systems interactions (PSI theory; Kuhl, 2000a), within the framework of which the adaptive potential of action orientation has been delineated, the modes of information processing, as described above, are mainly attributable to the activation (or rather configuration) of four cognitive macro-systems, whereby “affects modulate the (antagonistic) dynamic relationships between [these] macro-systems” (Kuhl, 2000a, p. 135). Increased negative affect, in the case of goal failures, activates the low-level and discrepancy-sensitive object recognition (OR) system that is characteristic of analytical bottom-up processing (i.e., retrospective problem analysis), whereas the inhibition of positive affect is associated with an activation of the intention memory (IM), wherein difficult goal-related intentions are explicitly (i.e., consciously) represented, the (prospective) planning of which requires high-level (i.e., top-down) sequential-analytical operations. As long as positive affect is reduced and the IM activated, the enactment of intentions is inhibited. OR and/or IM, thus, are responsible for a sustained goal activation as outlined in the previous paragraph. The high-level extension memory (EM), by contrast, which is inhibited by negative affect, is typical of intuitive and parallel-holistic top-down processing, operates largely on unconscious levels, and provides access to general knowledge structures, that is, “the repository for extended networks of remote semantic associations such as meaningful experiences, options for action, personal values, and many other aspects of the ’integrated self’” (Kuhl, 2000b, p. 670). Whereas reduced negative affect allows access to the EM, the intuitive behavior control (IBC) system is activated by increased positive affect. IBC, as EM, is characterized by parallel-holistic processing, even though on lower level
(i.e., bottom-up), and “provides routines for performing an intended action, thereby controlling behavioral implementation of intentions” (Kuhl, 2000b, pp. 667-668).

From a functional perspective, goal disengagement, on the most basic level, requires an individual to reduce goal activation in working memory and to shift the focus of attention away from (information related to) the unattainable goal and towards desirable alternative, more realistic goals (Jostmann & Koole, 2009). However, deliberate efforts to control the focus of attention (e.g., thought suppression) are typically counterproductive (cf. post-suppression rebound effect; Wenzlaff & Wegner, 2000). Therefore, Jostmann and Koole (2009), based on PSI theory (Kuhl, 2000a) and in line with the accommodation concept of Brandstädter and Renner (1990), have hypothesized that the “updating of working memory” (p. 342) involves non-intentional processes. More specifically, the revision, replacement, and/or relinquishment of an unattainable goal is assumed to depend on the activation of and information exchange between two of the previously described cognitive networks, IM and EM. The importance of the general knowledge structures of the EM (to the updating of working memory) is attributable to the integrated representation of motivational preferences, wherefore a decision (e.g., goal disengagement), as the result of intuitive parallel-holistic processing, is arrived at on the basis of all available information. Analytical thinking, which is characteristic of the IM and OR, facilitates problem identification and analysis as well as the maintenance of difficult intentions in working memory but is not ideally suited to find an adaptive answer to a complex problem that takes into account the multitude of needs, inner values, and autobiographical experiences. As the top-down and intuitive parallel-holistic processing mode of the EM and the access to general knowledge structures requires negative affect to be down-regulated, updating working memory, that is,
revising, replacing, and/or relinquishing a goal (in the IM), is enabled by affect modulation. The key to adaptive goal disengagement, hence, lies in the regulation of basic affect, a volitional ability that has been operationalized by the (one-dimensional bipolar) construct action vs. state orientation (Kuhl, 1994b) and is measured by the Action Control Scale (ACS-90; Kuhl, 1994a).

The ACS-90 (Kuhl, 1994a) consists of two subscales assessing decision- (AOD vs. SOD) and failure-related (AOF vs. SOF) action vs. state orientation. Thereby, the decision-related subscale focuses on the tendency to display initiative and decisiveness (vs. hesitation and indecisiveness) in demanding situations (self-motivation), a capacity that is facilitated by the up-regulation of positive affect. The failure-related dimension, by contrast, captures an individual’s ability for disengagement (vs. preoccupation) in situations associated with frustration and self-esteem threats (self-relaxation) and thus requires the down-regulation of negative affect. Both subscales contain 12 statements describing a stressful situation (e.g., [1] “When I know I must finish something soon.”, [2] “When I’m in a competition and have lost every time.”) followed by an action-oriented (e.g., [1] AOD “I find it easy to get it done and over with.”, [2] AOF “I can soon put losing out of my mind.”) and a state-oriented (e.g., [1] SOD “I have to push myself to get started.”, [2] SOF “The thought that I lost keeps running through my mind.”) way of coping.

The critical role action orientation plays in the regulation of affective states has been emphasized by a considerable number of empirical studies. Jostmann, Koole, van der Wulp, and Fockenberg (2005), for example, reported that action-oriented individuals (in contrast to state-oriented individuals) are not affected by negative subliminal primes (i.e., schematic angry, neutral, or happy faces), a result that points to a mechanisms that, even outside of conscious awareness, reduces negative affect (see also Koole & Jostmann, 2004). Likewise, H. Heckhausen
and Strang (1988) found action-oriented (in comparison to state-oriented) semi-professional basketball players not merely to show reduced physiological arousal (i.e., lactate concentration) under pressure to perform but no achievement deficits (i.e., hit rate). In a similar vein, the performance level of action-oriented (vs. state-oriented) individuals, on a behavioral level, was not impaired by preceding failures (de Lange & van Knippenberg, 2009; Kuhl, 1981) what attests to the capacity to get over (i.e., disengage from) negative experiences and devote oneself to new tasks.

Negative affect (as an evaluative response) in the aftermath of the occurrence of difficulties in the pursuit of a goal not merely (at least temporarily) disables updating working memory, but at the same time indicates the necessity for revising, replacing, and/or relinquishing the respective goal (regulatory response), processes that require the working memory to be updated (Jostmann & Koole, 2009). Thus, a prototypical adaptive reaction (in the case of goal failure) may be characterized by a transition from the (bottom-up) analytical problem identification (high negative affect / OR) to an intuitive (top-down) reconciliation (and thereby resolution) of the problem with implicit self-representations and motives (by down-regulating negative affect / EM). Thereafter, these implicit self-representations may give rise to an explicit (top-down) representation of goal-related future actions (IM) that, by up-regulating positive affect, lead into the intuitive enactment of intentions (OR). These transformations in the mode of information processing, a prerequisite for adaptive self-regulation, are enabled by an individual’s capacity to intuitively regulate basic affect (i.e., action orientation; Kuhl, 2000a).

Kuhl (1992, 2000a), in contrast to and over and above Wrosch (2011) and Brandtstädter (2009), has developed a theory that, from a functional perspective, concisely explains the
cognitive and affective mechanisms underlying adaptive goal disengagement. For a more
detailed overview of empirical evidence in support of the role action orientation plays in the
regulation of affect and adaptive goal disengagement, see Baumann, Kaschel, and Kuhl (2007)
and Jostmann and Koole (2009).

**A life-span perspective: Age-related differences in goal disengagement.**

Even though setbacks in goal striving can occur in all phases of life, still it becomes a
more common phenomenon with increasing age (J. Heckhausen et al., 2010). Ageing individuals
are confronted with losses in action resources and increasing functional impairments due to age-
related biological or social changes that render the achievement of certain personal goals more
and more costly or even unrealistic (J. Heckhausen et al., 2010; Rothermund & Brandtstädter,
2003). Despite this undeniable deterioration in circumstances for goal striving in older age, there
is an amazing degree of stability in positive emotionality and life satisfaction in middle and late
adulthood (e.g., Rothermund & Brandtstädter, 2003). Hence, there must be an effective self-
regulatory strategy that helps ageing individuals to cope with goal discrepancies. Among others,
goal disengagement, therefore, seems to be an important self-regulatory strategy to secure well-
being in the long run by protecting the individual from continuing frustration and the experience
of a manifest loss of control (Brandtstädter, 2007; Wrosch, Scheier, Carver, et al., 2003). On this
note, two theoretical models from life-span psychology dealing with self-regulation over the life-
course explicitly address goal disengagement, (a) the *dual-process model of developmental
regulation*, and (b) the *motivational theory of life-span development*.

**The dual-process model of developmental regulation.** As presented above, Jochen
Brandtstädter and colleagues (e.g., Brandtstädter, 2007; Brandtstädter & Rothermund, 2002)
describe two different classes of strategies people have at their disposal to counteract goal discrepancies, namely, the assimilative and the accommodative modes of coping, the latter of which involves “a devaluation of, or disengagement from, blocked goals and a lowering of personal performance standards and aspirations” (Rothermund & Brandtstädter, 2003, p. 896). In cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, the general hypothesis was tested and confirmed that there is a natural tendency in ageing individuals to lower personal performance standards and aspirations – a form of goal disengagement (Carver & Scheier, 2005; Wrosch et al., 2003). For example, in a cross-sequential panel study, Rothermund and Brandtstädter (2003) found a linear decrease of personal standards (i.e., importance of life domain, importance of keeping up with younger people in the respective domain) across age groups as well as a decrease during the 4-year longitudinal interval within age groups.

Whereas Brandtstädter and colleagues (Brandtstädter, 2007; Rothermund & Brandtstädter, 2003) have confirmed the model’s assumptions cross-sectionally and longitudinally with adults, Greve and colleagues (Meyer & Greve, 2012; Thomsen & Greve, 2013) have broadened the scope of the model by scrutinizing developmental precursors of accommodative coping in childhood and early adolescence. In a first correlational study with \( n = 535 \) adolescents aged 11 to 15 years, they showed that “accommodative coping capacities seem to include the ability to view things from different perspectives (as a kind of cognitive perspective-changing) and the ability to emotionally disengage from a goal (as a kind of emotional perspective-changing)” (Thomsen & Greve, 2013, p. 978). Again, it becomes evident that goal disengagement as one form of accommodative coping seems inextricably linked to cognitive and affective processes.
The motivational theory of life-span development. The motivational theory of life-span development starts from the same general assumption as Brandstädter’s (2006) theory and views the individual “as an active producer of his or her own development” (J. Heckhausen et al., 2010, p. 36). One core concept is that of developmental goals (e.g., become more independent from parents, start a career, have children, retire from job) which refer to certain (normative) life transitions frequently tied to so-called developmental deadlines, that is, socio-normative or biologically given time frames within which a developmental stage has to be entered and passed. A closely related concept is that of an age-graded structure of opportunities and constraints along a general life-course trajectory that, with increasing age, is first characterized by an improving and towards old age increasingly deteriorating opportunity structure. Corresponding to the actual opportunity structure, an individual faces different regulatory challenges calling for specific strategies “in terms of identifying and effectively pursuing long-term goals and, when necessary, disengaging from goals that are no longer attainable” (J. Heckhausen et al., 2010, p. 32).

Evidently, goal engagement and goal disengagement have to be well-balanced in reference to an individual’s resources (e.g., competencies, self-efficacy, and interests) and situational chances and constraints. Fully in accordance with Brandstädter’s propositions, the model by J. Heckhausen et al. postulates that when striving for a goal becomes unattainable or too costly, deactivating the goal is of central importance in order to free up resources for pursuing alternative goals. However, J. Heckhausen and colleagues (2010) go a step further in arguing that disengagement is a process of “restructuring one’s goals rather than merely a passive reflection of failure and loss” (p. 38), whereby restructuring of one’s goals is thought to mean a distancing from the problematic goal by devaluing it, loosening commitment to it, and deflating confidence
in its attainment. Empirical research, so far, has documented that people choose to disengage from a goal when the opportunities for goal attainment are unfavorable and that goal disengagement is easier when an alternate goal can be pursued (for a summary, see J. Heckhausen et al., 2010, pp. 44-46). However, the dynamic affective, physiological, and cognitive micro-processes in the course of goal disengagement have not been empirically evaluated, an issue that has been addressed by research on the concept of an action crisis (Brandstätter, Herrmann, & Schüler, 2013; Brandstätter & Schüler, 2013), which is outlined in the following section.

The action crisis: A process-based perspective on goal disengagement in idiographic goals.

The action crisis: Conceptualization and measurement. Whereas the majority of theories have adopted an individual differences perspective on goal disengagement (Brandtstädter & Renner, 1990; Kuhl, 1992; Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, et al., 2003), Brandstätter (2003), with the construct of an action crisis, developed a process-oriented approach. Based on the idea that abandoning the pursuit of a goal, which requires the withdrawal of behavioral effort and psychological commitment (Wrosch, Scheier, Miller, et al., 2003), results from a lengthy and difficult process (cf. incentive-disengagement cycle; Klinger, 1975), an action crisis has been defined as the critical transitional phase that frequently precedes goal disengagement. An action crisis is characterized by being caught in the decision between goal disengagement and further goal pursuit, an intra-psychic conflict that ultimately may be resolved by either alternative (Brandstätter et al., 2013; Herrmann & Brandstätter, 2013). Thus, even though goal disengagement is assumed to be typically introduced and has been shown to be predicted by an
action crisis (Herrmann & Brandstätter, 2014), not every action crisis eventually leads to the abandonment of the goal (e.g., breaking up a relationship, quitting a job, or dropping out of college), on the contrary. However, because abandoning a goal, particularly if a goal is identity-relevant (Gollwitzer & Kirchhof, 1998), “can shake one’s self-image to its core” (Carver & Scheier, 2005, p. 536), an action crisis may persist over a long period of time, even if consciously recognized as a conflict to be resolved (Herrmann & Brandstätter, 2013).

The construct of an action crisis is based on a mixed idiographic-nomothetic approach (Brunstein, 1993) whereby concrete idiographic goals are assessed along a set of nomothetic variables (e.g., action crisis). The extent to which an action crisis is experienced in a personal (i.e., idiographic) goal has been operationalized by the Action Crisis Scale (ACRISS; Brandstätter & Schüler, 2013). The ACRISS consists of six items (e.g., “I doubt whether I should continue striving for my goal or disengage from it.”) focusing on different aspects of goal striving (i.e., conflict, setbacks, implemental disorientation, rumination, disengagement impulses, and procrastination) assumed to be constitutive of a post-decisional goal conflict (Brandstätter et al., 2013; Brandstätter & Schüler, 2013).

As the decision to abandon the pursuit of a goal typically marks the end of a lengthy and difficult process (Klinger, 1975), which from start to finish is characterized by an intra-psychic decisional conflict, the ACRISS (Brandstätter & Schüler, 2013) is especially suited to monitor the dynamics (i.e., ups and downs) of disengagement processes. If applied repeatedly, the ACRISS, for example, enables the identification of relevant antecedents (e.g., dispositional variables, goal characteristics, or contextual factors), underlying mediating mechanisms (e.g., accommodative processes; cf. Brandtstädter & Renner, 1990), and consequences (e.g., for focal
or alternative goals, health and well-being) of an increasingly severe action crisis that eventually climaxes in goal disengagement. Basic knowledge of these dynamics, furthermore, may provide a basis for the development of interventions aimed at the prevention and/or resolution of an action crisis and thereby premature abandonment of a personal goal (Brandstätter et al., 2013). A prerequisite to the application of interventions, however, is the identification of variables (e.g., level of suffering, goal characteristics, or personality style) that, in a given situation, indicate whether disengaging from or further pursuing the goal represents the more adaptive response to the conflict. To provide an universally valid and applicable answer to this question, without an in-depth analysis of the individual case (e.g., in the therapeutic process), seems to be a fairly difficult task and ethically questionable.

**The action crisis as a theoretical advancement of existing motivational theories.**

Theoretically, the concept of an action crisis has originally been developed within the framework of the *Rubicon model of action phases* (Gollwitzer, 1990; H. Heckhausen & Gollwitzer, 1987) that, in the more recent literature, has also been referred to as *mindset theory of action phases* (Gollwitzer, 2012). Therein, the course of action is conceptualized “as a temporal, horizontal path starting with a person’s desires and ending with the evaluation of the achieved action outcome” (Gollwitzer, 1990, p. 53). More specifically, four consecutive *action phases*, each associated with a specific task to be completed, are hypothesized to represent the major steps on the path to successful goal attainment. A goal has to be (a) carefully selected among a number of alternatives (*predecisional phase*), (b) planned in advance (*postdecisional / preactional phase*), (c) actively pursued (*actional phase*), and finally, if successfully attained, (d) systematically evaluated regarding future implications (*post-actional / evaluative phase*). Mindset theory,
therefore, provides a comprehensive framework that theoretically integrates motivational
processes of goal setting (i.e., deliberation and evaluation) and volitional processes of goal
striving (i.e., planning and acting) (Gollwitzer, 2012).

Mindset theory is primarily based on the empirically strongly supported assumption that
the pursuit of a goal, in each of the previously listed action phases, is facilitated by the activation
of a cognitive orientation (i.e., mindset) that meets the respective task requirements (Gollwitzer,
2012). The decision process in the motivational pre-decisional phase, for example, benefits from
and has been demonstrated to be characterized by open-mindedness (i.e., heightened receptivity
to new information) and impartiality (i.e., unbiased inferences). In the volitional (pre-actional
and actional) phases, by contrast, performance has been reported to be optimized by selectively
analyzing (closed-mindedness) and partially evaluating (goal-related) information and thereby
shielding the focal goal from distractions, temptations, and competing alternatives (cf. goal
shielding; Gollwitzer & Sheeran, 2006).

The motivational and volitional action phases are assumed to be separated by “clear
boundaries” (Achtziger & Gollwitzer, 2010, p. 276) and, as a consequence, “preclude each
other” (Gollwitzer & Bayer, 1999, p. 419). Thus, in theory, a goal, once implemented, should be
shielded from disruptive influences by the volitional mindset as long as the goal has not been
attained, even or rather especially under unfavorable conditions (e.g., negative performance
feedback; cf. Nenkov & Gollwitzer, 2012, p. 118). However, as J. Heckhausen et al. (2010) in
their seminal work on the motivational theory of life-span development have pointed out:

A shift [emphasis added] from a volitional mindset directed at the implementation of goal
pursuit to a motivational mindset that deliberates the validity of one’s goal choice may
occur when failure in goal progress has become hard to ignore (i.e., multiple failures, high costs) and the associated increase in negative affect or decrease in positive affect reaches a certain threshold. (p. 39)

Completely in accordance with the ideas outlined above, experiencing an action crisis – or rather re-evaluating “the validity of one’s goal choice” (J. Heckhausen et al., 2010, p. 39) – has been found to be accompanied by a “mindset shift” (Brandstätter & Schüler, 2013, p. 551). Experimentally and longitudinally, on a cognitive as well as neural level, an action crisis was associated with increased cost-benefit thinking and thereby a reduction of the volitional bias (Brandstätter & Schüler, 2013; Herrmann, Baur, Brandstätter, Hänggi, & Jäncke, 2014).

Whereas mindset theory substantially contributes to the understanding of persistent goal striving, no attention has been paid to goal disengagement processes (Gollwitzer, 2012), a gap that may have been filled by the concept of an action crisis. Research on the antecedents, mediating mechanisms, and consequences of an action crisis has the potential to expand the scope of mindset theory to undesirable and/or unattainable goals that, in the midst of goal pursuit, are called into question and for which disengagement becomes an option (Brandstätter et al., 2013; Brandstätter & Schüler, 2013).

Although the concept has neither been explicitly defined nor operationalized, the action crisis as a critical phase in goal striving has been referred to as an important area of future research in an array of influential motivational theories. Carver and Scheier (1990), for example, the originators of control theory, assumed that people who encounter difficulties in the pursuit of a goal “step outside the behavioral stream [emphasis added] momentarily and assess the likelihood that the desired outcome will occur, given further effort” (p. 20). Similarly,
Brandtstätter and Rothermund (2002) theorized about a conflict between assimilative and accommodative tendencies resulting from the repeated frustration of goal-directed efforts and being characterized by “a wavering between holding on and letting go and . . . corresponding doubts” (p. 123). Therefore, it was concluded that the “management of interphase transitions [emphasis added] between goal engagement and disengagement . . . [is] ripe for future investigation” (J. Heckhausen et al., 2010, p. 51).

**Consequences of action crises on cognition, affect, and behavior.** An action crisis, by instigating a mindset shift (Brandstätter & Schüler, 2013; Herrmann et al., 2014), should partially restore pre-decisional open-mindedness and impartiality and thereby result in a more realistic goal evaluation (Gollwitzer, 2012). Accordingly, an action crisis, longitudinally (i.e., over a semester of 14 weeks), led to a decrease in goal desirability and attainability (Brandstätter et al., 2013), a devaluation that may be interpreted as an indication of reduced goal shielding (Gollwitzer & Sheeran, 2006) and the result of accommodative processes facilitating goal disengagement (Brandstätter & Rothermund, 2002).

An action crisis not only stimulates the unbiased re-evaluation of the focal goal but likewise provides a new impetus to the reconsideration of originally rejected or entirely new alternatives. As a consequence, the focal goal, in an action crisis, should largely lose its predominance over alternatives whereby the competition for resources becomes intensified (Shah & Kruglanski, 2002). A competition for resources, however, exists not merely between the focal goal and competing alternatives that become more salient in an action crisis (Shah, Friedman, & Kruglanski, 2002), but also between the cognitively conflicting tasks of striving for the focal goal (“how” level) and re-evaluating it (“why” level) – both of which demand attention and
resolution (Kruglanski et al., 2002; Trope & Liberman, 2010). An action crisis, thus, includes *doing the splits* between re-evaluating and pursuing a goal, that is, between a motivational and a volitional task, while the mindset is not ideally tuned to either of them (cf. cognitive tuning; Gollwitzer, Heckhausen, & Steller, 1990).

The consequences of an intra-psychic decisional conflict for an individual’s cognitive orientation (Gollwitzer, 2012) have been examined on a cognitive and neural level. Cognitively, Brandstätter and Schüler (2013, Study 2) found an action crisis to increase the recognition of motivationally in comparison to volitionally structured sentences. Following an incidental learning task (Nairne, Thompson, & Pandeirada, 2007), in which the letter R/r had to be counted in an array of statements, participants in an experimentally induced action crisis (vs. a no-action crisis control group) evinced a significantly weaker performance for implementation-in comparison to cost-benefit-related statements in an unexpected recognition task. With respect to the spontaneous deliberation of goal-related costs and benefits in everyday life, experiencing an action crisis lead to similar results. An action crisis, in a longitudinal study with a student sample over one semester, gave rise to an increased and *unbiased* deliberation of goal-related costs and benefits and thereby counteracted volitional goal shielding (Herrmann et al., 2014, Study 1).

Neurally and in a quasi-experimental study, the extent of experienced action crises across three personal goals could be linked to enhanced fronto-accumbal connectivity, a result that may be interpreted as evidence for an increased impact of goal-relevant and -irrelevant (e.g., temptations) costs and benefits on the prefrontally controlled pursuit of long-term goals (Herrmann et al., 2014, Study 2).
Whereas an action crisis enables the reevaluation of the goal from an objective perspective and thereby, at least in theory, supports an adequate resolution of the conflict, a mindset shift, as outlined above, counteracts the shielding effect of the volitional mindset (Gollwitzer & Sheeran, 2006) and therefore is likely to obstruct the pursuit of the goal. Consistent with this line of reasoning, in a field study with male marathon runners, an action crisis (with respect to the goal of running marathons) two weeks prior to the race was inversely associated with running performance, even when controlling for age, body mass index (BMI), marathon experience, training activities, and physical complaints (Brandstätter et al., 2013). Further empirical evidence in support of the idea that the reconsideration of alternative goals in an action crisis interferes with goal pursuit has been provided by research on the theory of goal systems (Kruglanski et al., 2002). Shah and Kruglanski (2002), for example, found the priming of alternative goals to undermine goal commitment, hamper goal progress, and hinder the development of effective goal-directed means.

Because “the self is partly made up of the person’s goals” (Carver & Scheier, 2005, p. 528), an action crisis and therefore the questioning of the pillars of self-esteem gives rise to a painful process. As anticipated by Brandstätder and Rothermund (2002), “such unstable action orientations [emphasis added] are experienced as stressful and also seem to involve an increase in neuroendocrinological parameters of stress such as plasma cortisol levels” (p. 123). As predicted, an action crisis, cross-sectionally as well as longitudinally (over a time period of 14 weeks), has been found to be accompanied by a decline in subjective health (e.g., sleeping disorders) and well-being (i.e., affect and life satisfaction) parameters. Furthermore, in the above mentioned field study with marathon runners, in which saliva cortisol was measured at the
kilometers 10, 20, 30, and 40, an action crisis was predictive of a stronger cortisol secretion (i.e., slope) during the race (Brandstätter et al., 2013; Herrmann & Brandstätter, 2013).

**Determinants of an action crisis.** In two longitudinal studies, action orientation (Kuhl, 1994a) could be identified as a predictor of the development of action crises over time. Multigroup analyses (Byrne, 2004) indicated that action orientation prevented the development (shielding effect) as well as supported the resolution (resolution effect) of action crises. At least cross-sectionally, these effects were mediated by increased goal self-concordance, defined as the extent to which a goal is consistent with one’s core values and interests (Herrmann & Brandstätter, 2013; Sheldon & Elliot, 1999). In the terminology of PSI theory (Kuhl, 2000a), the above reported shielding effect may be explained by the fact that action (vs. state) orientation, due to facilitated access to extension memory (EM; cf. above), is characterized by an enhanced “ability to discriminate between conceptions of one’s own and conceptions of other’s beliefs, desires, and expectations” (Kuhl, 1992, p. 103). Personal goals, as a result, are more likely to be built in accordance with implicit self-representations and therefore less vulnerable to come into conflict. However, if obstacles and setbacks, “contrary to expectation”, are experienced, action-oriented (vs. state-oriented) individuals are typically capable of down-regulating negative affect to – by the activation of EM – intuitively integrate problem-solving and potential goal adaptations with implicit self-representations and up-regulating positive affect to activate intuitive behavior control (IBC) to continue goal pursuit (Kuhl, 2000a).

**Future directions.** In light of the consequences for health and well-being as well as the progress in the pursuit of the goal, the significance of the development of interventions aimed at preventing and overcoming action crises becomes evident, especially as there is, to the best of
our knowledge, no research on evidence-based interventions related to goal disengagement. It seems theoretically justified to hypothesize that the experimentally varied deliberation of goal-related costs and benefits (of persistence and goal disengagement), which represent the motivational source of goal striving (Beckmann & Heckhausen, 2008), might affect the experience of an action crisis. Thereby, the effect of the intervention may depend on the origin (self- vs. not self-generated), novelty, and validity of the respective costs and benefits. However, these ideas do not converge with the theoretical work of Brandstätter and Rothermund (2002) who have reasoned that “we cannot disengage from blocked goals through deliberate decision, nor can we adopt beliefs or valuations that would support such disengagement through an intentional act” (p. 123). Similarly, Jostmann and Koole (2009) have conceptualized goal disengagement as the result of an intuitive and thus not deliberately controlled process.

Interventions, therefore, may be more effective if techniques do not (directly) aim at modifying the cognitive evaluation of the goal but (indirectly) focus on the more effective pursuit of the goal, conflicting goals (Emmons & King, 1988), or the availability of adequate substitutes (Rusbult, 1980).

Even though not yet empirically tested, it is theoretically conceivable that an array of self-regulatory strategies directed at motive-congruent (e.g., Baumann, Kuhl, & Kazén, 2005; Job & Brandstätter, 2009) and/or realistic (Oettingen & Gollwitzer, 2009) goal-setting will prove effective in the prevention of action crises. Of these strategies, mental contrasting, that is, contrasting the desired future with the present, is not limited to goal-setting but has been shown to result in an adaptation of the level of commitment to the attainability of the goal even after a goal has already been implemented (Mertins, Hoffmann, Kees, & Baumann, 2014). Persistence
in the case of an emerging action crisis may not be heightened merely by mental contrasting, provided the attainability of the goal is high, but likewise the formation of implementation intentions (Gollwitzer, 1999).

Another area of future research is the evaluation of an action crisis’ adaptive potential. If a course of action becomes too costly, questioning and devaluing one’s goal, evidently, serves an adaptive function, even if an action crisis represents a stressful experience (Klinger, 1975; Nesse, 2000). Depressive realism (cf. Alloy & Abramson, 1988) in an action crisis may represent an important prerequisite for reducing the volitional bias (Gollwitzer, 2012) and the introduction of accommodative processes (Brandstätter & Rothermund, 2002). However, whether intensity and duration of ruminative thoughts in an action crisis affect the adaptability of (a) corrective interventions in the case of persistence or (b) the formation of substitutive goals in the event of goal disengagement has not been subject to empirical research.

Summary and Perspectives for Further Research

Due to the undeniable importance of personal goals for an individual’s sense of identity, disengagement from a goal as a reaction to recurring difficulties and/or increasing costs represents a difficult process that poses a challenge to one’s self-regulatory capacities. Fortunately, goal disengagement has found increasing attention in social, organizational, life-span, and motivation psychology in the last years after having been largely neglected for long time. By now, there is unanimous consent on the need to gain a deeper understanding of the cognitive and affective processes involved in goal disengagement and the phase preceding it.

The current state of knowledge regarding goal disengagement can be summarized as follows: First, individuals differ with respect to their ability to disengage from unfruitful goal
strivings and re-engage with alternative goals, respectively. Second, ageing people seem to have at their command a natural tendency to balance goal engagement and goal disengagement in an adequate manner in order to maintain a positive perspective on life despite worsening opportunities for goal achievement. Third, clinging to an unattainable or too costly goal compromises psychological and physical well-being. Fourth, goal disengagement very often is preceded by a conflictual phase, termed action crisis, in which the individual is torn between goal persistence and disengagement. In this phase, a mindset shift occurs that prepares the ground for downgrading the importance and prospects of goal attainment and eventually a loosening of goal commitment.

Future research would have to focus at least on three issues: First, it would be of interest whether the mindset shift occurring in an action crisis also affects the perception of alternatives. For example, it is quite conceivable that the more open-minded focus of attention (as characteristic of the deliberative mindset) supports the identification of alternative goals and hence a more willing disengagement from a goal striving that has gone sour. Second, it is open to further research whether and in which way an action crisis compromises performance. Until now, implications of an action crisis on a behavioral level have not been investigated systematically. Third, possible interventions to overcome an action crisis, be it by engaging oneself further in the goal with optimized strategies, be it letting go of the goal, are of paramount importance given the comparatively long duration of action crises.
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Footnotes

1In more recent publications, the Goal Disengagement and Goal Reengagement Scale have been referred to as the Goal Adjustment Scale (GAS) (e.g., Wrosch et al., 2013).

2Regarding the level of abstraction (i.e., hierarchicality; cf. Carver & Scheier, 1998; Kruglanski et al., 2002), personal goals, in the present chapter, are used in the tradition of (i.e., analogously to) current concerns (Klinger, 1969), self-defining goals (Wicklund & Gollwitzer, 1981), personal projects (Little, 1983), personal strivings (Emmons, 1986), life tasks (Cantor, Norem, Niedenthal, Langston, & Brower, 1987), “Be” goals (Carver & Scheier, 1998), and super-ordinate goals (Kruglanski et al., 2002).